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In this paper we show that the frequencies of propagating electromagnetic wave (photon) in
rotating dielectric medium obey Landau quantization. We show that the degeneracy of right and
left helicities of photons is broken on the lowest Landau level. In homogeneous space this level
is shown to be helical, i.e. left and right helical photons counter-propagate. This leads to helical
vortical effect for photons.
PACS numbers:
Introduction. Photons are spin- 1 massless particles
and are described by helicity, a scalar product of spin
and propagtion direction, which can only take +1 or −1
values. It is a natural spin-momentum locking of a pho-
ton. Therefore, when photon’s momentum direction is
adiabatically changed and returned to original direction,
the spin acquires a phase - Berry phase [1]. This phase
was experimentally observed in a system of coiled opti-
cal fiber [2, 3]. Other photon properties due to Berry
phase of photon were studied in [4–6]. Due to non-trivial
Berry phases of photons there exist chiral photon edge
states [7–9] which are analogous to quantum Hall sys-
tems. Also an analog of topological insulator for photons
can be drawn, see a problem to §68 of [10], [11], and [12].
Moreover, it is understood that the motion of the
medium is an effective vector potential seen by the pho-
tons propagating in the medium, see §57 of [10], and [13].
Using this concept, the Aharonov-Bohm effect for pho-
tons was theoretically proposed in [14]. In this paper we
explicitly show that the equation describing propagation
of photons inside a uniformly rotating dielectric medium
has a solution similar to the solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation for electron in magnetic field, the Landau wave-
functions and corresponding Landau levels [16]. We find
gapless helical zeroth Landau level. In which case, pho-
tons with opposite helicities counter-propagate and do
not mix with each other. Due to that there is a finite
temperature non-zero helicity current in a gas of photons,
the so-called helical vortical effect (or chiral vortical ef-
fect). The helical Landau level is strickingly analogous to
the chiral zeroth Landau level of three dimensional Dirac
fermions in magnetic field, for example see [17]. This he-
lical Landau level is called zero mode whose existence is
due to non-trivial topology (Berry phase) of a photon.
Helical vortical effect for photons is analogous to chiral
magnetic effect for Dirac fermions, see [18] for a review.
In a recent experimental work creation of synthetic
Landau levels for photons in optical resonators was re-
ported [19]. Another proposal of magnetic fluid of pho-
tons based on non-linear effects has recently been put
forward, see [20]. Present paper proposes a simple pic-
ture of creating Landau levels for photons in rotating
medium and hopefully it will inspire further research. It
is possible that the Landau level for photons and the he-
lical vortical effect can be observed in experiments with
slow light [21].
Landau levels for electromagnetic waves. Maxwell
equations describing propagation of electro-magnetic
wave in the dielectric medium described by constant ǫ
and µ in the absence of currents and charges are
∇ ·B = 0, ∇×H = 1
c
∂D
∂t
, (1)
∇ ·D = 0, ∇×E = −1
c
∂B
∂t
. (2)
Assume that the dielectric medium is moving with a
speed v. In the limit |v|/c ≪ 1, to the lowest order
in |v|/c, see §57 of [10], we write
D = ǫE+
ǫµ− 1
c
[v ×H] , (3)
B = µH− ǫµ− 1
c
[v ×E] . (4)
For the sake of generality we will assume an infinite sys-
tem with homogeneous ǫ > 0 and µ > 0. We then intro-
duce two new fields as
F
(±) =
√
ǫE± i√µH, (5)
the ± sign corresponds to photon helicity. For time-
independent velocity v, we then get the Maxwells equa-
tions as(
∇− ǫµ− 1
c2
v∂t
)
× F(±) = ±i
√
ǫµ
c
∂tF
(±), (6)
∇ ·
[
F
(±) ± ǫµ− 1
i
√
ǫµc
[v × F±]
]
= 0, (7)
which bear a similarity with Dirac equation, for a review
of such approach see [15]. Here velocity v plays a role of a
vector potential of an effective magnetic field. We assume
velocity to have a cylindrical symmetry, described by
v = v(−yex + xey), (8)
2where v is angular velocity. Compare vector field (8) de-
scribing rotation with the symmetric gauge of the mag-
netic field. As an example, one can keep in mind a
dielctric medium of cylindric form, which is rotating
about its axis. However, as mentioned above, we are
going to study a rotating system infinite in all directions.
Even though it is not experimentally possible, we wish
to study this case in order to understand the nature of
solutions. For finite systems it is straightforward to set
boundary conditions by integrating Eq. (6) and Eq. (7).
We search for solutions in the form ∝ e−iωteipzz. For the
sake of simplicity, introduce Ω =
√
ǫµ
c ω and V =
ǫµ−1
c2 vω.
In the following we choose V > 0, and as mentioned
above assume a system to be infinite in all directions.
Components of equation (6) are written as
ΠyF
(±)
z − ipzF (±)y = ±ΩF (±)x , (9)
ipzF
(±)
x −ΠxF (±)z = ±ΩF (±)y , (10)
ΠxF
(±)
y −ΠyF (±)x = ±ΩF (±)z , (11)
where Πy ≡ (−i∇y + V x) and Πx ≡ (−i∇x − V y) is
the updated momentum operator. After straightforward
transformations, assuming all components of F(±) are
non-zero, we obtain for F
(±)
z component an equation(
Π2y +Π
2
x
)
F (±)z =
(
Ω2 − p2z
)
F (±)z . (12)
The equation has exactly the form of Schro¨dinger equa-
tion describing an electorn in an uniform magnetic field,
chosen to be described in a symmetric gauge [16]. Hence
we obtain the Landau solutions to the equation. We label
the eigen values and energies by index n, and write
F (±)z,n = e
−V |ζ|2/2
(
∂ζ¯ −
V
2
ζ
)n
f(ζ¯), (13)
Ω2n = 4V
(
n+
1
2
)
+ p2z, (14)
where ζ = x + iy, ζ¯ = x − iy, and f(ζ¯) is an arbitrary
function of ζ¯. The function can be presented through
basis states as
f(ζ¯) =
∑
m
fm(ζ¯) =
∑
m
√
Nmζ¯
m, (15)
where Nm is a renormalization constant. Each fm cor-
responds to mth orbit of the state on the nth level. For
example, for n = 0 each fm corresponds to an orbit with
a radius |ζ|m =
√
m/V .
Other two components of F± are expressed through
F
(±)
z as
F (±)x =
±Ω
Ω2 − p2z
(
iΠy ± pz
Ω
Πx
)
F (±)z , (16)
F (±)y =
±Ω
i (Ω2 − p2z)
(
Πx ± ipz
Ω
Πy
)
F (±)z . (17)
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FIG. 1: The spectrum of the Landau levels for electromag-
netic waves. Levels ωn described by 18 are plot in blue for
n = 0 and in red for n = 1. Two branches of the lowest
Landau level described by Eq. (22) are plot in black and yel-
low. This level is gapples and helical, i.e. black corresponds
to + helicity while yellow corresponds to − velocity for v > 0
choice of angular velocity of rotation. Parameter 2 ǫµ−1
ǫµ
v = 1
in appropriate units of frequency is chosen for sake of simplic-
ity.
The solutions found from equations (6) are consistent
with equations (7). This can be seen by taking the di-
vergence operation of the expression (6).
Obtained spectrum, keeping in mind that ω > 0 and
ǫµ− 1 > 0, is rewritten in a more transparent form
ωn = 2
ǫµ− 1
ǫµ
v
(
n+
1
2
)
(18)
+
√(
2
ǫµ− 1
ǫµ
v
)2(
n+
1
2
)2
+
c2p2z
ǫµ
.
Note that the spectrum does not depend on the helicity
index (±). Hence the obtained solutions are degenerate
in helicity. See Fig. [1] for schematical description of the
Landau levels for n = 0 and n = 1.
Helical mode. In the previous subsection we assumed
that all components of F(±) are non-zero. We observe
that there is an ambiguity of the expressions (16) and
(17) if one sets F
(±)
z = 0 and Ω2 = p2z in them. Hence,
in the following we examine the F
(±)
z = 0 case. In the
following we will again consider inifinite geometry and
assume propagation in z− direction, such that F(±) ∝
e−iωteipzz. In this case we obtain for the equation (6),
ipzF
(±)
y = ∓ΩF (±)x , (19)
ipzF
(±)
x = ±ΩF (±)y , (20)
ΠxF
(±)
y −ΠyF (±)x = 0, (21)
3from where one gets F
(±)
x = isF
(±)
y , with solution index
s = ± which does not correspond to helicity. For s =
+ we get (Πx − iΠy)F (±)y = −i(2∂ζ + V ζ¯)F (±)y = 0,
which can be met by F
(+)
y = f(ζ¯) exp(−V2 |ζ|2) solution,
with arbitrary function f(ζ¯), given a requirment for the
solution to decay as |ζ| → ∞. For s = − we get (Πx +
iΠy)F
(±)
y = −i(2∂ζ¯ − V ζ)F (±)y = 0, which can not be
met by solutions decaying at large |ζ|. Hence, only the
s = + solution exists for v > 0 choice of the angular
velocity of dielectric media rotation. The spectrum of
s = + solution for ± helicity is
ω± = ∓
√
c2
ǫµ
pz, (22)
together with the ω > 0 condition we obtain a require-
ment that + helical photons must have pz < 0, and that
− helical photons must have pz > 0. Hence, such so-
lution is purely helical, i.e. opposite helicities counter-
propagate. See Fig. [1] for schematics. If the rotation is
switched to an opposite, v → −v, the propogation struc-
ture of different helicities switch places. Note that the
spectrum (22) satisfies the Ω2 = p2z assumption which we
started this subsection with. Hence solutions described
by F
(±)
z 6= 0 obtained in (13) and helical F (±)z = 0 solu-
tion are different.
Helical vortical effect for photons. Here we calculate
equilibrium helicity current in the direction of the rota-
tion axis. For that we assume a gas of photons propa-
gating inside hypothetical infinite and rotating dielectric
medium. The current of a given photon helicity is
j[±]z =
∑
n
∫ +∞
−∞
dpz
4π2
(
ǫµ− 1
c2
|v|ωn
)
dωn
dpz
g(ωn), (23)
where a
(
ǫµ−1
c2 |v|ωn
)
> 0 factor is due to the Landau
level degeneracy [16], dωndpz is the photon velocity along
z− direction, and g(ωn) =
(
eωn/T − 1)−1 is the Bose-
Einstein distribution function at non-zero temperature T .
Summation is over all Landau levels obtained in previous
sections and given by Eqs. (18) and (22). Only the lowest
Landau level given by Eq. (22) is helical, hence it is
the only level that contributes to the helicity current.
Calculations show that the helicity current is
j[H]z = j
[−]
z − j[+]z =
(
ǫµ− 1
c2
v
)
T 2
12
. (24)
This current means that in hypothetical infinite and ro-
tating dielectric medium opposite helicities of photons
will counter-propagate. Net photon current is zero, i.e.
j−z + j
+
z = 0 as epxected in equilibrium.
Discussion. For inhomogenous case when ǫ and µ are
functions of coordinates, the Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) will
change, see for review [15]. For example imagine a rotat-
ing cylinder, in which case outside of the cylinder ǫ = 1
and µ = 1, and inside ǫ 6= 1. Helicities will then be mixed
due to the inmhomogeneous ǫ and µ functions. Helicity
degeneracy of solutions of Maxwell equations described
by (13) and (18) will not change in finite geometry. How-
ever, helical mode solutions (22) will change due to helic-
ity mixing. Due to boundary conditions on the walls of
rotating cylinder, it might be experimentally hard to ob-
serve the helical mode solutions. Also, it is important to
note that there is a natural limit on the radius of rotat-
ing cylinder given by condition |v|/c ≪ 1. Therefore, if
it will be possible to excite such helical mode in finite ge-
ometry, there will be spacial separation of co-propagating
opposite helicity waves. For example in particular direc-
tion of cylinder rotation, intensity of + helicity of the
pz > 0 wave will be peaked at the surface of the cylinder,
while intensity of − helicity will be peaked closer to the
axis of the cylinder.
We note a striking similarity of the obtained in the
present paper helical mode to the chiral lowest Landau
level of three dimensional Dirac fermion, for example see
[17]. The similarity is due to non-trivial Berry curvature
of photons and Dirac fermions. In a rotating gas of pho-
tons opposite helicities counter-propagate along the axis
of rotation. It is the helical vortical effect, an analog of
chiral magnetic effect for Dirac fermions, see [18] for a
review.
From the structure of the Maxwell equation (12) we
observe that effective charge of photon is its frequency,
while the rotation plays a role of effective vector potential
for the photon. Obtained conditions (Πx − isΠy)F (±)y =
0, with s = ± denoting relation F (±)x = isF (±)y , for the
helical mode are helicity sensitive due to rotation. It can
be checked that the solution becomes helicity degenerate
when the rotation is switched off, as is expected for free
space propagating photon.
Recently there were experiments on creating synthetic
Landau levels for photons using resonators [19]. Various
proposals on creating the angular momentum for photon
[6] and [20] were put forward. The author believes that
the obtained in the present paper results will excite fur-
ther experimental interest in studies of Landau levels for
photons.
It is tempting to search for photon Landau levels in
pulsars, however we note the dielectric function in the
pulsar atmosphere is ǫ ∼ 1, and the levels vanish due to
ǫµ − 1 factor. It is possible that Landau levels for pho-
tons proposed in this paper can be observed in experi-
ments with slow light [21]. It requires further thorough
investigation.
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